A Zwift Journey  Autumn 2021
Having achieved level 50 I started looking around for challenges. As road racing didn't
appeal I gravitated towards 10 mile time trials. Since the end of July I have completed about
25 events; my watts per kilogram being in the range 3.5 to 3.7. Whereas In Real Life my
objective since 2018 has been to avoid coming last in our Club events, on Zwift Power I
tend to be halfway/twothirds down the field and on VTTA ranking I am often in the top 4!
More recently I was tempted by the 2021 Zwift Academy which started at the end of August
and carried on until the end of October. I conveniently ignored a fact of cycling life:  when
you're young you train to gain; when you're old you train to maintain)

Zwift Power
Zwift Power is (sort of) the Strava equivalent for Zwift. The app attempts to eliminate
"sandbagging" in that you have to race in your category (A,B,C or D) otherwise your results
are not recorded. A major motivation for me (at age 69) is that you can sort race results into
VTTA ranking.

Zwift Academy 2021
The 2021 edition of
the Zwift Academy
consisted of a
Baseline Ride to
establish starting
levels of endurance,
aerobic and
anerobic
performance. This
was followed by six
workouts, the first
three aimed at
increasing VO2 max
followed by a
recovery ride. A
further three workouts aimed at improving
FTP which was followed by another recovery
ride and finally the Finishline Ride. The idea
being to see whether there is an
improvement over the course of the
Academy. The Baseline Ride was fine: an
easy ride with three segments to test your
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short, medium and long duration fitness
levels.
The VO2 workouts were hard  VERY
HARD. So hard in that I picked up an
injury.... Although I completed all 10 events I
had to back off considerably to aid recovery.
Lesson learnt  I'll be sticking to time trialling.

Pace Partners
When riding around with the Pace
Partners (bots) you can turn off the
environmental sounds to leave only
the game sounds. Depending on how
sociable you are I find these useful in
order to return Ride Ons received.
(The game emits a louder than normal
sound when receiving a Ride On.)
However there is one highly irritating
aspect to this. There is a button on the
Companion App that allows a rider to
issue an audible Ride On to everyone in the
vicinity. This drives me mad when a few
idiots continually hit this button.
In desperation I muted the TV and
concentrated on the screen to look out for

Ride Ons. To my surprise the TV still emitted
a sound when receiving a Ride On (when all
other game sounds were muted).
This works with Apple TV  no idea whether it
will work with other setups.

September 11 2021
September 11 was
memorable for a couple of
events (apart from the
obvious 9/11 anniversary)
Emma Raducanu won the
US Open tennis tournament
and I achieved my last
remaining Zwift cycling
achievment badge. (The
difference between 124 and
146 are the running
badges.)
The Jelly badge is awarded to those who can hold 500 watts for 10 seconds. This is a major
challenge for me as a 61kg rider whose estimated FTP (functional threshold power) is only
215 watts. When I started with Zwift in November 2020 I could barely touch 500 watts. My
initial objective was to get all the route badges on the way to reaching level 50  so distance
rather than intensity was the priority. (Leading up to level 50 I rode 3000 km in July)
This must have helped as I found I was able to hold 500 watts for more than just a few
seconds. After about five serious attempts I got the badge!
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Move to Indoors Proper
Come the middle of
October, following the
Women's Tour, cooler
temperatures set in
following a brief Indian
Summer.
Seeing that both our
daughters have moved out,
I transferred my Zwift setup
from the garage to the
larger of the free bedrooms.
My fears of overheating
were unfounded! The
pedestal fan I had been
using in the garage proved
adequate. I had the space
to use a larger TV (26" vs
22") and a better sound
system. Good news all round! I also treated
myself to a rocker plate and training desk 
both from Lifeline.

Rocker Plate
The Lifeline rocker plate gives a degree of sideways
movement. This model consists of five elastomers
positioned centrally between two boards. The
sideways movement is provided by two inflatable
balls positioned either side of the central axis. Has it
been beneficial? The jury is still out but I haven't
found any disadvantages, apart from the cost. I am
hoping longer rides will be more comfortable. As for
any noise reduction, feedback from the living room
has indicated an annoyance with the game sounds
rather than any noise/vibration from the actual
trainer!
Ken Miller
25 October 2021
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